about

METRO SOUND PROS
Technology to help your business grow

and we’re here to help.

Metro Sound Pros, Inc. provides
integrated solutions for business
environments that are professionally
designed based on our clients’ specific
business needs. We understand
that every client is unique and our
systems reflect that understanding.
We have a passionate focus on
customer service that provides
you with the best possible
experience from initial design to
completion and ongoing support.
Since 2005, Metro Sound Pros, Inc.
has been leading the way in business
integration solutions. In an industry
where new technology is developed
on a daily basis, it is crucial to stay
one step ahead. Here at Metro Sound
Pros, Inc., we are able to do just that!
Call us today!
845.429.7900

Assistive Listening Devices Can
Help Eliminate Everyday Noises

AIR CONDITIONING
WHISPERING

COUGHING
Chatter

PAPER
SHUFFLING

“In each assembly area where audible communications is integral to the use of the space, an
assistive listening system shall be provided.”
-ADA - 216.10

Assistive Listening
Contact us today to begin the
process for a FREE
Consultation & Quote

Metro Sound Pros, Inc. is the
Leading Assistive Listening
Device Installer in the Country!

ContactUs@MetroSoundPros.com
www.MetroSoundPros.com

P: 845.429.7900 | F: 845.395.9677
577 State Route 208, Ste. 200
Monroe, NY 10950

Premier Custom Electronic Systems Provider
Serving Nationwide

Assistive Listening
Metro Sound Pros, Inc. has the technology in hand to solve the
toughest Assistive Listening challenges. From Houses of Worship
and Museums to Colleges and Retail facilities, there is NO
LIMITATION to where we can install Assistive Listening devices.

Induction Loops Technology

FM Broadcast Technology

Infrared

An Induction Loop is a system in which a loop of wire is
run around an area in a building and produces an electromagnetic signal which is picked up by a small coil of wire inside a hearing aid or cochlear implant called a T-coil. Users
of this loop system enjoy crystal clear customized sound without
wearing another complicated device that needs charging or
batteries. This technology can make a profound difference
in the lives of the hard of hearing. Please visit our website’s
download section for our Induction Loop Questionnaire which
will help us get started developing a system to fit your needs.

In principle, FM systems designed for hearing assistance
application work just like commercial FM broadcast systems
operating in the range from 72 to 76 MHz and from 216 to 217
MHz. Since each system may use its own broadcast frequency,
several systems can operate simultaneously at one location
without interfering with one another. However, unlike the loop
system, the FM system requires a special receiver for each
person. There are several listening options available for FM
receivers. The most convenient for public facilities are the
under-the-chin type headsets or walkman style headsets.

Infrared light can be used for signal transmission in the
same fashion as with FM transmission. An infrared system
consists of three basic components: a transmitter (base
station), an emitter, and a receiver. Unlike FM transmission and induction loop technology, infrared light cannot
pass through walls making it ideal for facilities operating
several systems at once in different rooms without the
need of frequency coordination. Each person must use
a receiver, including types such as the lightweight under
the chin style, over the head, reception, or lapel style.
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